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Abstract: Solving complex problems can be challenging as they often involve multiple layers 
of related issues and factors. Observational research is a helpful tool for understanding 
healthcare's complex and contextually dependent problems; however, observations can be 
time-consuming and resource-intensive, particularly when including the analysis process. As 
a result, researchers may utilize other qualitative methods, such as interviews or focus 
groups. However choosing a strategy different than observations could miss subtleties of 
care that happen in practice. It is easy to underestimate the value of data gathered through 
firsthand observations of patient-provider and team interactions. One solution to making 
observations a more convenient method in healthcare research is collaborating in the 
analysis process. Research collaboration involves establishing an interprofessional research 
team with diverse backgrounds and professional perspectives. In this way, the group 
comprises individuals from various roles and different professional backgrounds to ensure 
exhaustive findings and improve the reliability and accuracy of the results. The diversity in 
the team represents the intricate dynamics in the complex system of care. Although there 
are guidelines for collaborative analysis in a traditional ethnographic study, there must be 
more focus on healthcare research. This paper explains the concepts and features of 
collaborative analysis in interprofessional research. This approach offers a systematic way to 
construct a code book, which can produce comprehensive and valuable insights into the 
complex dynamic of care. 
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1. Introduction 

Observational research has a long history, tracing back to Hippocrates in ancient Greece (Pappas et al., 
2008). Despite its age, it remains a relevant method today to accurately capture real-life situations. While 
focus groups and interviews offer valuable insights, capturing the richness and complexity of real life 
needs to be observed to describe a more complete understanding (Kawulich, 2005). However, there are 
various reasons why the use of observational research in the health field is limited, including the need for 
more familiarity with this method by researchers and ethics boards, as well as a preference for 
quantitative research methods (Bowling, 2014; Cruz & Higginbottom, 2013).  

While conducting a recent observational case study for a doctoral dissertation (under preparation), the 
researcher noted that relying on a single analyst to interpret qualitative data risked a limited 
understanding of intricate healthcare settings. It was also a challenge to find guidelines that were 
specifically made for healthcare researchers. As a result, as outlined in this paper, the researcher 
developed a collaborative analysis method as a practical guide for the research team based on coding 
methods that aligned with the search objectives (Hatch, 2002; Richards & Hemphill, 2018; Saldaña, 2021) 
as well as ontological perspectives of the teamwork and healthcare systems (Canadian Interprofessional 
Health Collaborative, 2010; Petticrew et al., 2019). The following guide enabled the researchers to work 
together and analyze observational data effectively, drawing on diverse perspectives and expertise to 
arrive at meaningful insights and conclusions. This collaborative analysis process contributes to 
interprofessional healthcare research and stresses the importance of incorporating multiple perspectives 
into healthcare research practices to support a better understanding of equity, diversity, inclusion, and 
accessibility in research (Gill et al., 2018).  

2. Literature Review 

Studies in various fields use collaborative approaches in their data analysis for multiple purposes (cf. 
Armstrong et al., 2023; Karakose et al., 2023; Matemba et al., 2023) The purpose and aims of a study can 
determine the rationale of using collaborative approaches. In healthcare, collaborative approaches can 
be beneficial in understanding the complexities that often arise in these specific environments, including 
particular contextual factors and unique viewpoints. However, more detailed guidance is needed for 
collaborative approaches in healthcare research. This includes capturing current trends in healthcare such 
as representing underrepresented groups (Gill et al., 2018), patient involvement (Manafo et al., 2018), 
and enhancing interprofessional research (Khalili et al., 2019). However, a literature search for guidance 
in collaborative healthcare approaches needs to be made more evident. What was found instead were 
reasons researchers opted for collaboration, including intercoder reliability and establishing codes and 
patterns.  

Qualitative researchers highly recommend collaborative data analysis for its numerous benefits, including 
integrating multiple researchers' perspectives (Patton, 2015). One of the main advantages of this 
approach is that it aids in enhancing trustworthiness and reducing biases through triangulation (Olson et 
al., 2016; Patton, 2015). However, when researching healthcare contexts and exploring the perspectives 
of interprofessional members in teamwork-promoting environments, it is expected that varying 
perspectives exist. These differences can enhance understanding of complexity rather than detract from 
it while ensuring trustworthiness remains essential. 

The topic of intercoder reliability has arisen naturally in collaborative analysis (Burla et al., 2008; Olson et 
al., 2016). The constant comparative method is one method researchers can use to improve intercoder 
reliability through grounded theory (Olson et al., 2016). While this is a valuable approach for disciplines 
that utilize grounded theory to constantly compare and achieve a consensus with the findings, in 
healthcare research, multiple perspectives highlight various similarities and differences that reflect the 
natural complexities in healthcare. For instance, healthcare organizations recommend collaborative 
strategies incorporating a patient's perspective and enhancing their participation in the research process 
(Hørder & Nielsen, 2020). These recommendations involve patients in all research stages, including 
analysis, as their contributions highlight what is important to them (Manafo et al., 2018), hence offering 
an additional perspective. 
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Analyzing data involves capturing patterns as similarities and differences (Saldaña, 2021). Hatch (2002) 
further explained other forms of patterns as frequencies, sequences, correspondence, and causation. In 
the context of healthcare teams, patterns can represent the various members of the interprofessional 
team and the different roles that these members represent, such as patient, administrator, researcher, 
educator, or clinician. In healthcare research, identifying various patterns provides a detailed description 
of the realities of care. Even though constant comparatives measure agreement between different coders, 
this approach is used when accuracy and consistency are key research objectives (Olson et al., 2016). 
Albeit useful for some research objectives, additional perspectives help to represent the complexity of 
healthcare practices and teamwork dynamics.  

Healthcare research is increasing its recognition of equity, diversity, inclusion, and accessibility in team 
collaboration (Gill et al., 2018). To uphold these principles, people from various backgrounds should be 
on the research team to express underrepresented perspectives. This involves selecting researchers and 
participants from diverse backgrounds. However, although the limitation of individual biases exists 
(Connor & Evers, 2020), it is essential to allow the expression of underrepresented perspectives and 
experiences in research. The process of achieving this representation involves conducting a collaborative 
analysis. This approach entails working with others to analyze and evaluate data, ideas, and information 
to depict a particular concept accurately. This method combines different perspectives and insights, 
leading to a more comprehensive understanding of the topic at hand. 

Given the absence of guidelines for collaborative analysis literature in healthcare research, a step-by-step 
approach was developed based on the key factors found in the literature. Richards and Hemphill (2018) 
produced a manual for analyzing qualitative data collaboratively in the education sector. Their guide 
helped highlight the intricacies of teamwork, a critical attribute of healthcare. By collaborating, the 
diversity of healthcare professionals was represented, including their various roles and the similarities 
and differences in ontologies across different health professions. The analysis process was solidified by 
utilizing interprofessional collaboration concepts to provide a foundational understanding of how teams 
operate and collaborate.  

3. Methods 

In 2022, a case study was conducted in a primary care setting with a team-based approach. Field notes 
and memos were recorded and transcribed daily during the data collection and then prepared for analysis. 
The study team developed and followed a collaborative analysis process explained in detail in this article. 
The research question guiding this method was: How does a collaborative approach to analyzing practice 
encounters between health providers and patients improve observational healthcare research findings? 

  3.1 Collaborative Analysis Process 

Collaborative analysis is crucial in healthcare research and requires a few key characteristics. Scholars in 
the field, like Creswell and Clark (2017) and Saldaña (2021), have emphasized the importance of gathering 
diverse perspectives to ensure a well-rounded understanding of the research and healthcare context, 
which includes the interprofessional team of providers, patients, staff, administrators, and researchers. 
Our process included the following steps: 1) Developing a shared process, 2) Conducting blinded coding, 
3) Creating code consensus, 4) Trialing the code book to the more extensive data set, and 5) Finalizing the 
code book (Fig. 1 shows the step-by-step approach). It was also essential to establish a shared 
understanding of the research coding method through reviewing and discussing previous work and coding 
practice that ensured consistency in coding as a team. Co-creating codes based on a sample data set was 
vital in ensuring that coding was both relevant and accurate based on differences in language use (Hsieh 
& Shannon, 2005). We maintained accurate records of the code book application and data analysis 
process for future reference, including insights and findings from the data analysis process that were 
discussed regularly to ensure that the research was moving in the right direction (Lewin et al., 2009). 
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Figure 1. Collaborative analysis step-by-step approach. 

3.1.1 Step One: Shared Process 

The team held an initial meeting to review the coding process to ensure accuracy and consistency. 
Materials adapted from Saldaña (2021) were used, which emphasized the importance of understanding 
the varying patterns to establish themes (see Appendix A: Coding Concepts). Interestingly, it was also 
essential to highlight whether irregular patterns existed (Hatch, 2002). In this way, the researchers 
discovered diversity in the perspectives that emerged from the research. For example, recognizing that 
standard codes are not necessarily meaningful or essential but that the coding process should consider 
the topic and research being explored (Bruan & Clarke, 2012). In the case of healthcare research, this 
includes recognizing that emerging patterns from the data are related to the context in which the research 
is conducted.  

After reviewing the coding background work, the team examined different subject matter codes and 
interpretive examples to establish a shared understanding of the process (see Appendix A: Coding 
Concepts). This process increased the team's confidence in offering various coding options based on 
diverse perspectives. The last step in the shared process was using a sample of the study's data as a 
practice, facilitating process discussions within the research team.  

3.1.2 Step Two: Blinded Coding 

The process of extracting a random sample from the research project was a critical component of 
collaborative coding. Care was taken to maintain context as much as possible while selecting data from 
one clinic to form the code book (Guest et al., 2012). A spreadsheet was used to collect and organize 
approximately three pages of sample data for the coding process (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). A decision was 
made regarding the selection of the sample data set, specifically whether to extract data from one clinic 
or multiple clinics. If data was used from multiple clinics, it would become difficult to compare results 
across clinics retrospectively because the data would have already been mixed. Additionally, if the sample 
data was from multiple sites, the analysis could not have started during data collection and followed the 
iterative approach of collection, analysis, and further collection of data, as was part of the study design 
(Miles et al., 2020). However, selecting data from one clinic allowed for a more thorough analysis of gaps, 
similarities, and differences, informed by the research question being explored.  
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Despite the added time required for analyzing following clinics, this approach was beneficial for identifying 
areas of improvement and potential gaps in the data. For the purposes of the study design, using a sample 
of one site was chosen for the listed reasons. However, for researchers taking a different approach to 
their design, using data from multiple sites may be a justifiable choice depending on the research process 
(Patton, 2015). 

3.1.3 Step Three: Code Consensus Building 

Once the data was coded, codes were compared by one researcher (Miles et al., 2020). A crucial aspect 
of this process was that the researcher involved with observations in the field led this part of the process, 
and could provide contextual information to the group as needed (Saldaña, 2021). The team felt this was 
important because it would result in the refinement of the resulting codes (Saldaña, 2021). While 
referencing the column the team recorded their memos, and further clarity was provided (Saldaña, 2021). 
In order to compare the codes across the group, a variety of techniques were used to enhance meaning-
making (Miles et al., 2020). First, a comparison across the codes was conducted in the spreadsheet. Then 
techniques to visualize the data were used (Braun & Clarke, 2019; Creswell & Poth, 2018). Finally, basic 
wordsmithing refined the codes into clearly identified words (Miles et al., 2020). 

3.1.3.1 Code Comparisons 

The data used for coding was a random sample of the dataset, thus some of the context was missing for 
the team. Because of this, the memos and comments made by individuals were considered during the 
analysis. This approach helped refine the codes before they were further interpreted together. The codes 
chosen by the researchers were compared in side by side columns in the sheet (Fig. 2 shows an example 
of comparing codes).  

3.1.3.2 Code Brainstorming 

In discussing the benefits of using visual aids in qualitative research, Braun and Clarke (2019) argue that 
"visual representations of data can help researchers to think creatively, and to explore the complexities 
and nuances of their data" (p. 27). They suggest that mind mapping, in particular, can be a useful tool for 
exploring connections between concepts and identifying patterns in the data. Similarly, Creswell and Poth 
(2018) advocate using visual tools such as diagrams, matrices, and maps to help researchers make sense 
of their data and communicate their findings clearly and concisely. As such, multiple brainstorming 
techniques helped the team represent various perspectives and reach an extensive breadth and depth of 
the findings. The brainstorming techniques used were word clouds, mind mapping, and wordsmithing 
(Appendix B outlines brainstorming techniques). The purpose was to enable the researcher to clean the 
data, uncover multiple word-choice meanings, and carefully consider whether one code sufficed to 
represent multiple perspectives. The brainstorming techniques resulted in a more transparent and 
accurate choice of code that reflected a comprehensive depiction of the data. 

3.1.3.3 Group Consensus 

Once the comparison of codes and brainstorming techniques had occurred, the team met to discuss the 
findings. The team reviewed the comparisons, in which codes and categories were suggested based on 
the brainstorming techniques (Table 1 shows an example) and provided individual perspectives, often 
related to the memos that they had taken beside the codes. There was an opportunity for discussion and 
notes were taken as memos. Some examples of the comparison across interpretations were described as 
well as the brainstorming techniques that were used to establish the list. The intention of this follow-up 
meeting was to discuss the findings including any discrepancies or inconsistencies in the codes (Saldaña, 
2021), however at this point there were no major deviations.  
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Figure 2. Screenshot of comparing codes in a spreadsheet.  

 

Table 1. Example using de-identified data of the process and includes notes from researcher perspectives within a 
healthcare context. 

Consensus Process 

    First Pass Second Pass 

Data Exert R1 R2 R3 Code 
Category (if 
applicable) 

Participant stated 
that he would not 

have the 
resources he has 
now for his clinic 

to run without the 
support of the 

funders 

Resources, 
funding 

Resources, 
funding 

Resources Resources Resources a clinic 
needs and 
receives 

 

 

Saldaña (2021) also suggests that this meeting is an opportunity to use a conversational approach of 
consensus and understanding reached. Any additional codes or trends that emerged during this discussion 
would also be established by the end of the discussion. The initial code list was confirmed with the group 
(Fig. 3 shows an initial code list), and this process of reviewing, analyzing, and refining codes was essential 
in ensuring the accuracy and reliability of the data analysis (Saldaña, 2021).  

3.1.4 Step Four: Code Trial 

The initial codes were applied to the entire dataset using first and second passes for analysis (Saldaña, 
2021).  This iterative process of reviewing and refining the codes helped to ensure the accuracy and 
consistency of the analysis. Saldaña (2021) emphasizes the importance of a systematic approach to 
coding, which involves "constant comparison of codes to each other and to the data as a whole" (p. 52). 
This approach, he argued, helped to ensure that the codes were grounded in the data and that the analysis 
was both accurate and reliable. If any new codes or trends emerged, they were noted for discussion when 
the study team met next (Richards & Hemphill, 2018). 
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As the data analysis was completed using the list to the full dataset, code refinement and category 
development occurred. The new codes included Who? within roles, role-family, and role-outside 
immediate care team. As well as new codes developed for What and Why? within roles, including role- 
technology, role-change, readiness for change, patient satisfaction, technology utilization, and 
continuityof care. Furthermore, new concepts were established during the analysis that included family, 
technology utilization, the outside team, and role change: readiness and resistance. An example of a 
pattern that emerged from the data was that family was important to those providers who valued 
relational care. These findings highlight the importance of code refinement and category development in 
qualitative research, as they can help to uncover new patterns and themes within the data. This is also 
how the codes and categories started to display relationships between one another as the datasets were 
continually reviewed.  

 
Figure 3. Initial code list. 

 

3.1.5 Step Five: Book Finalized 

The iterative process of reviewing, categorizing, and analyzing the data helped identify the relationship 
between the collected data and the research question being explored (Johnson & Christensen, 2017). In 
a follow-up meeting, the research team reviewed the initial categorization of the codes as well as the 
individual codes that had emerged during the secondary coding process of the entire dataset, which were 
established in a flow chart (Fig. 4 shows the secondary coding process). The purpose of this meeting was 
to ensure that the codes were being applied consistently throughout the dataset and to discuss any 
differences between the codes that were identified in its’ application.  By the end of the meeting, a 
finalized code book was established (Fig. 5 shows the final code book), which served as a reference for 
the subsequent analysis of the data. 

4. Findings 

The establishment of a finalized code book allowed the team to apply the codes uniformly throughout the 
dataset. This process helped to ensure consistency and accuracy in the analysis of the data (Saldaña, 
2021). The team was able to review the initial codes for fit and identify discrepancies or inconsistencies 
for further discussion (Charmaz, 2014), which highlighted differences in perspectives based on not only 
professional background, but roles and personal experiences, including patient perspectives. The use of 
brainstorming and flowcharting were tools used that allowed the team to group the codes together more 
effectively and to refine the categorization of the codes. The result of this iterative process of revising and 
refining the codes was critical in establishing a reliable and accurate code book (Kumar & Sharma, 2020). 
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There were a total of 42 codes and six categories in the completed code book. The code book will be used 
as a reference for the subsequent analysis of the data, enabling the team to identify patterns, themes, 
and other outcomes of the overall analysis of the observational work. The establishment of a 
collaboratively created code book was an important step in the data analysis process, as it helped to 
ensure the accuracy and reliability of the findings by understanding and representing various healthcare 
perspectives. In this way, this process answered the research question regarding the method of a 
collaborative approach to analyzing observational practice encounters of teams of health providers and 
patients.  

 

Figure 4. Flow charting new and existing codes into beginning categories in Miro® (Miro, 2021). 

 

 
Figure 5. Finalized code book. 
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5. Discussion 

It is necessary to have more literature that can offer improved methods to represent the complexity of 
healthcare research, practice, and experiences. This study demonstrates the advantages of using a 
qualitative method previously not explicitly applied to healthcare to uncover its' complexity. The paper 
emphasizes the importance of comprehending the benefits of including diverse perspectives from the 
healthcare team, such as those with different professional backgrounds, roles, and patient experiences. 
Although the study only focused on observational data, it is possible to use collaborative analysis in other 
methods to enhance the results. 

The lead investigator documented reflective notes from the team. She had prior experience with 
qualitative coding and analysis and adapted guidelines for the researchers to follow. Her notes 
emphasized the significance of effective communication within the team. This was achieved by choosing 
a diverse research analysis team, creating a baseline understanding of the coding process, and utilizing 
various tools to brainstorm potential findings as a group.  

The team's notes reflected the strengths of the collaborative, qualitative research process and the 
challenges and rewards it presented. Their honesty in expressing their struggles with coding, including 
feeling overwhelmed and questioning their coding ability, underscores the need for adequate support 
and guidance for those new to this research method. The feedback received indicated that the 
preparatory materials and examples helped the team understand the process of deriving codes, 
categories, and themes. The team also found reassurance that multiple perspectives could analyze the 
same text and describe different meanings with no wrong answers. It is crucial to support and guide 
researchers exploring new qualitative methods, especially in the health sciences. 

This study and its initial guidelines provided valuable insights into collaboration in healthcare research. 
However, it only served as a pilot approach, and further evidence is needed to fully comprehend the 
nuances of collaboration in healthcare research by teams of researchers. To achieve this, straightforward 
questions should be established to create a codebook representing various perspectives through a 
consensus process. This would highlight the importance of multiple perspectives and interpretations. 
Differences in opinions can be understood through planned dialogues, clear objectives, and effective 
communication, including active listening and transparency. These skills and attributes are essential for 
any research team but have yet to be formally documented. Having diverse opinions in a group can lead 
to more robust findings and a richer understanding of the research. Understanding why these differences 
exist should be addressed in the literature, as it represents an essential purpose of collaboration and 
diversity in qualitative research. The investigator's reflective notes emphasized the importance of 
effective planning, communication, and collaborative nuances in qualitative research projects. 

6. Strengths and Limitations 

According to literature, group discussions are crucial for brainstorming and creating code books (Saldana, 
2021). However, for this particular study, it was unexpected that there were only a few differences in the 
analyzed codes. We have taken into account a few potential reasons for this. 

During our initial analysis, we reflected on the potential influence of shared mental models within our 
research team, given that all team members had academic backgrounds in health provision. This 
homogeneity in our perspectives may have limited the representativeness of our findings, calling for 
caution in generalizing our results to a wider population (Hubbell et al., 2005). In light of this, we 
recommend that future research teams aim for greater diversity by including practicing clinicians or 
patients to enrich the breadth of perspectives. Additionally, considering our team consisted of only three 
members, a larger team size may have facilitated a more comprehensive analysis. Finally, member 
checking (Birt et al., 2016) could serve as a useful tool to further validate our findings. Specifically, by 
engaging an additional member to analyze the code book after it was completed, we could have gained 
greater insight into any objective differences in our sample.  

Another consideration is related to the sample size of the data that was used for the code book creation. 
Few resources discuss the amount of sample data to use when creating a codebook. The sample set that 
was used in the study totalled 75 lines out of a complete set of 305 lines.  
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This represented 25% of the entire dataset. And as previously discussed, because one clinic was chosen, 
the data consisted of 75 lines from a clinic pool of 137 lines. This represents 55% of one clinic's data.  
However in the literature, there is no specific percentage of sample data that should be used when 
creating a codebook. It is generally recommended to use a sufficient amount of data to ensure that the 
codebook is comprehensive and covers all relevant themes and topics in the data set (Braun & Clarke, 
2019). According to Guest et al. (2012), a codebook should be developed using a representative sample 
of the data, which should be large enough to ensure that all relevant themes and topics are identified, 
but small enough to be manageable. However, these authors are suggesting that sample data should not 
be randomly selected but purposefully chosen to represent various issues that could arise. The limitations 
of this are leaving out context as well as opening up the risk of increased interpretation biases because 
there would be assumed themes and topics in the first place.  Braun and Clarke (2019) further clarify that 
the sample size will depend on the nature of the data and the research question, but that it is generally 
advisable to use a large enough sample to ensure that the codes are stable and reliable. Regardless, given 
that this study chose to base our codebook on one clinic, of which 55% of their data was represented, it 
is likely that the themes or topics would have come up. It is important to note in either case that there is 
an increased responsibility to continue to recognize new codes that emerge as the data is being analyzed, 
and not to think of the code book as something that cannot be changed. If a collaborative approach is 
used, the research team can be used to discuss any changes that should be implemented into the code 
book. 

After exploring various brainstorming techniques and utilizing the code book to analyze the dataset, we 
have determined that the interpretations of the sample set were consistently accurate. It was reassuring 
to see that the code book was utilized throughout the entire analysis process and captured most of the 
data, except for a few new codes previously mentioned. Currently, there is no set percentage or size of 
sample data recommended for use. Instead, researchers are encouraged to exercise critical judgment and 
select a sample appropriate for their study's design and topic. 

7. Conclusion 

Collaborating when developing a codebook can strengthen the accuracy and dependability of data 
analysis by decreasing the likelihood of individual bias or subjectivity during coding (Saldaña, 2021). 
Therefore, establishing a thorough and collaborative process for developing and refining a codebook is 
crucial for trustworthy qualitative data analysis. As our study progresses, we anticipate gaining further 
insights and having more opportunities for discussion and collaboration. In healthcare research, 
collaboration is valuable and can bring together diverse perspectives from the healthcare team. Although 
our analysis did not involve patient perspectives, exploring ways to involve patients in future research 
may be beneficial. Additionally, this project provides an opportunity for interprofessional research, which 
can further broaden the scope and depth of our findings. 
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9. Appendix A: Coding Concepts 

  
 

Figure 6. From Coding to Concepts Model for Qualitative Analysis.  
(adapted from Saldaña, 2021) 

 

9.1 Step One: Understanding a Code 

A code in qualitative analysis consists of a word or phrase that symbolically captures the essence of the 
data (Saldaña, 2021). In order to build understanding, typically coding of data is not simply done once, but 
the data is returned a number of times. Saldaña (2021) described two rounds of coding, during which the 
first pass assigns codes from a single word to a paragraph. The second pass includes the coded section of 
data along with longer text passages, analytic memos, or simply a rewording of the codes (Saldaña, 2021). 

9.2 Step Two: Moving from Codes to Categories 

Moving through the steps of analysis involves synthesizing individual codes into meaning (Saldaña, 2021). 
Unlike quantitative methods, there is no formula to do this but rather involves methods of grouping and 
applying meaning to the data. These meanings are the categories, themes, or concepts emerging from 
the scripts (Saldaña, 2021). 

Word clouds and other brainstorming techniques are a popular tool for visualizing and analyzing textual 
data in qualitative research. They allow researchers to quickly and easily identify the most commonly 
occurring words in a dataset, which can provide valuable insights into the underlying themes and patterns 
in the data (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Krippendorff, 2018).  

9.3 Step Three: Understanding Patterns 

Saldaña (2021) described a pattern as a “repetitive, regular, or consistent [occurrence] of action or data 
that [appears] more than twice” (p. 44).  

This includes capturing any deviations from the regularity of a pattern. Hatch (2002) offered a description 
of various forms of patterns: “similarity” are when things happened the same way, “difference” is when 
they happened in predictably different ways, “frequency” is if they happened often or seldom, “sequence” 
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is if they happened in a certain order, “correspondence” is if they happened in relation to other activities 
or events, and “causation” is if one appeared to have caused another (p. 155). 

9.4 Step Four: Reviewing Examples from Other Fields 

An example of descriptive coding as presented by Saldaña (2021) highlighted a transcription about the 
prevalence of chain link fences in front of the vast majority of homes in an area, with multiple signs 
warning visitors of dogs, primarily German Shepherds. The assigned descriptive code for this excerpt was 
security. 

Another example of coding provided by Saldaña (2021) showed how several codes could be extracted 
from a data set. His example described an interview in which a high school senior talks about his favorite 
teacher, specifically that the student expressed that his favorite teacher cared about him, even though 
the teacher has not said it directly. Additionally, the teacher had been a constant source of support in the 
student's life, especially when his parents were not available. The resulting codes represented the 
students' feeling of self-worth, stability, and comfort. 

With his examples, it is important to recognize that codes chosen may or may not align with all 
interpretations of the data (Saldaña, 2021). He gives reassurance that it is acceptable to have different 
choices since coding is not a precise science and involves subjective interpretation. This reflects the 
researcher's creativity, background knowledge, and thinking processes, and although codes may seem to 
emerge spontaneously, they are actively constructed, formulated, created, and revised by the researcher, 
not through some vague process (Saldaña, 2021). 

10. Appendix B: Brainstorming Techniques 

10.1 Word Clouds and Word Frequencies 

To support the use of word clouds and frequencies, various sources were consulted, including Creswell 
and Poth (2018) and Krippendorff (2018). Word clouds and frequencies were assessed using free online 
software tools. The use of word clouds and frequencies has been widely recognized as a way to visually 
present information in a concise and understandable way, allowing for the identification of important 
themes and patterns in the data (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Krippendorff, 2018). After the codes were 
reviewed in the spreadsheet, they were copied and pasted into a Word document for data cleaning and 
wrangling. This involved cleaning the words to make the visualizations more coherent and meaningful, as 
suggested by previous research (Creswell & Poth, 2018). In the present study, Word Clouds were created 
to visualize the data and identify the most frequently occurring words (Fig. 6 shows an example Word 
Cloud). This allowed the researcher to visually see which words were most significant in the dataset, and 
to interpret their significance qualitatively. Overall, Word Clouds provide a powerful and flexible tool for 
data visualization and analysis in qualitative research (Krippendorff, 2018; Saldaña, 2021). 

 

 
Figure 7. Word Cloud from the data. 
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Several sources were consulted to develop a comprehensive list of data cleaning steps, including Saldaña 
(2021) and Miles et al. (2020). These steps were informed by the nuances of healthcare as experienced 
by the researcher. Data cleaning ensured consistency, accuracy, and clarity in the word cloud and 
frequency analysis. Differences in word usage were made consistent, so long as this did not take away the 
meaning of the word (health care was replaced with healthcare). Spelling errors were corrected, and 
differences in spelling chosen were made consistent. For example, choosing physician as the word rather 
than having various words that meant the same thing like GP, doctor, or family provider. Plural and 
singular forms of words were also made consistent (roles versus role), and multiple words that described 
a concept were grouped together using a dash (-) to ensure the meaning was not lost through a separation 
of the words. Some phrases were truncated, which removed extra words. For example, patient 
involvement in healthcare became patient engagement. And at times, a general code was placed first, 
followed by the verb to make the analysis more coherent. For example, if there were many references 
made to guidelines but they had a clear association with a person, the word would be listed as guidelines-
provider. 

Overall, the use of frequencies and word clouds provided the researcher with valuable insights into the 
underlying themes and patterns in the data. This allowed the researcher to gain a deeper understanding 
of the data and identify relationships that might not have been apparent otherwise. By analyzing the most 
frequently occurring words, the researcher was able to gain a deeper understanding of the underlying 
themes and patterns in the data, and to develop new insights and ideas based on these findings (Creswell 
& Poth, 2018). 

10.2 Mind Mapping 

The use of Mind Mapping in the coding process is supported by various sources (Kumar & Sharma, 2020; 
Saldaña, 2021). In this study, the Miro® program was utilized to aid in the creation of a visual 
representation of the coding process (Miro, 2021). The use of color-coding systems and sticky notes in the 
coding process has also been recognized as a useful tool in qualitative research (Charmaz, 2014; Kumar & 
Sharma, 2020). The researcher used Miro's mind mapping feature during the coding process to review 
collaborative notes side by side and to come up with an overall code for the code book (Figure 7 shows 
an example). As the coding process progressed, similar codes were grouped together, and additional 
sticky notes were created to identify if they would be appropriate for future discussions. The color-coding 
system was also utilized, with green and blue sticky notes used to indicate the emergence of initial 
categories, and pink stickies used to indicate areas where further research was needed to build on the 
understanding of the initial category. Moreover, pink stickies were also used to indicate any relationships 
between the codes that were found. The use of these visual tools helped in creating a clear and organized 
representation of the coding process and allowed the researcher to easily identify patterns and 
relationships between the codes. 
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Figure 8. Screenshot of Mind Mapping in Miro®. (Miro, 2021) 

 

An iterative process occurred between the coding book and the Mind Map. This helped the researcher 
keep context in mind while grouping codes together and determining the ultimate best words. Some 
categories emerged from the initial analysis. 

10.3 Wordsmithing  

The final step to analysis techniques that were used was a simple process of Wordsmithing to help refine 
and enhance the language used (see Table 2). This iterative process of revising and refining the codes was 
essential to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the analysis.  Constant comparison and categorization 
of codes are essential for identifying themes and patterns within the data (Miles et al., 2020; Saldana, 
2021). Miles et al. (2020) highlighted the iterative process of reviewing and refining codes as an essential 
aspect of qualitative data analysis. They argue that this process allows researchers to "test the validity of 
the codes, eliminate redundancy, and refine categories" (p. 121). In order to facilitate this process, they 
suggest the use of data display tools such as charts, diagrams, and matrices, which can help researchers 
to visualize patterns in the data and to identify areas where further analysis is needed. The results of these 
techniques generated the initial list that would be reviewed by the team. 

 

Table 2. Wordsmithing codes using a thesaurus. 

Codes 

Word Options 

Sometimes 
intermittently, clinical 
judgment making, at 
times, exceptions 

Judgment 
experience, 
awareness, wisdom, 
discernment, insight, 
understanding 
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